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Dear Title Industry Leaders,

NMLT PAC Donations

It is my hope that all of us as an industry family recognize and appreciate
the efforts that the NMLT– PAC has made protecting our interests at the
State capitol. We are working hard for you. Your contributions are very
important, are going to excellent use and are not being wasted or
unappreciated. Having said that, we could use your help.
We have just experienced the first ever virtual legislative session. It was
definitely interesting, frustrating, and challenging all at the same time. But
the good news for the Title Industry is the passage of our Remote Online
Notary service (RON). I am very proud of the work that our Legislative
committee did speaking in favor of this legislation at all of the committee
hearings and the floor votes. And we couldn’t have done it without the
help of all of our members who reached out to their Representatives
asking to vote affirmatively for this legislation. This shows how much
power we have when we all work together. We also locked arms with our
fellow Realtors and Lenders to voice our opposition to a Transfer Tax bill
that would have added a tremendous burden to our title operations and
procedures and a financial burden to our clients. That bill was
successfully defeated in committee.
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It also shows how important it is that we have a strong Political Action
Committee behind us that helps us reach out to the legislators that are
involved in the decision making process at critical times. We were able
this year to give to the campaigns of Senators Ivey Soto and Joseph
Cervantes who were both critical players in the RON legislation; in
addition to other leaders that we feel will help advance our cause in the
near future.
Now we need to replenish and shore up our PAC account. As your
President, I’m asking each of you and your companies to show your
appreciation for the legislative efforts of your association by supporting
your NMLT PAC today. Our industry needs you. Let’s contribute today,
so that we are ready for tomorrow.
Please visit www.nmlta.org/contribute and show your support!
On behalf of the New Mexico Land Title Political Action Committee, I
want to thank you for your past PAC contributions, your membership and
your continued support of the title industry. We wish you and your staff
members good health and good fortune.
I am very proud to be an NMLT PAC donor and honored to be your
President.
Thank you,

Joshua Payne, President - NMLTA / NMLT PAC

CONTRIBUTE NOW
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